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SMethods of quBntitative sampling includoe planimeter measurement of
the areas of eacb type of association and counts and weights of samples from
each association. Sampling procedures under way are as followsa Algao-
scrapings from 1known plant weight; higher plants--by sq. ft. visual cropping
under water with face maok; microscopic organisms--scrapings from ,known i.l-'a
weight and pouring through plankton net; invertebrato animal---sampl ing with
sq. foot grabs with box samplor; attached microorganisio-counts on 2Afmor.vl
glass slides which become coated in 3 weeks.

Dry weight 'o-iv:l.--. ,' are being obtained for field wet weights.

Special attention ha c boon paid to the aquatic higher plants, their
tweights, and total tonagoe in the spring runs. In addition as a b .so to the
food chains eand. pyramrids, th:i information constitutes interest in itself in
relatio'r :o ;.: ...; i .prporCiea of the springs. Dr. John ., Davis hakos
studied (;iie qiant;i'a.tivýre *vl, tion of the plants in relatioY o0 the chang=-
ing proporties doawn the coa..s t r . im.ited. in figure 4. :'J..- report follows.

i.; U.'i•,; of: Aquatic Vogetatio n in our Springs
',.nd thoir 1Runa of Florida

by
Johnb H. D) '.. 13, Jr.

This in a 1.'.,':: .ir:'r report of p~'t of the inwestigation of the
biolo.lic,-l produd•iv,;:;:. of plant coimiirities in four Plorida spring :.::~•.
These ares G.L ' 1f , Hoaoas,. , Th '' , nd W iace, pictured
with chlorinites in fl., . 4. The data in the present report include the
weight per unit aroa~ of suba:-,;. d and floating aquatic plants. The waters
of the four :prl ; systems flowi into the Gulf of Mexico, all of thom entering
the salt water marsh and littosal zone within three to six miles down stream
from their spring heads, Their waters therefore vary from almost no salinity
to salinity values tha.t are over half the concentration in the open sea.
They all contain hard waters with greater than 144 ppm i..nLL.'C., o and thru:bout
their cotuse the mean water temperatures during the season so far inveT'i.s: tod.
did not vary over 5 P;- ... : , ..ti.do (20.0--25,0).

The chief objective of this part of the investigation was to determine
the density of growth of the different plants or groups of plants in terms
of weight per unit area and thlas arrive at some basis for comparing total
plant growth in terms of salinity, turbidity, hardness, and other factors,
and some basis for computing productivities when growth rates are established.

The main rtTlsd emillred was directed 'at first toward estimating the
extent of each characteristic type of area of plant growth, and second
obtaining representative samples from most of the distinctly different types
of areas. The first objective wnas partly accomplished by inspection of the
runs for apparent differences in both density and species composition.
Sampling was then made in areas that were most nearly representative. This
very selective type of sampling was supplemented by some random sampling in
certain parts of these systems so that the sampling was about 70 percent


